
Bt200.1

Technical Data 1
The Bass Face BT200.1 multimedia Bluetooth head unit bring complete audio connectivity 
to your car with high quality Digital/Audio converters, high powered 4 channel amplification, 
Bluetooth audio playback, handsfree calling and multicoloured LED illumination to match 
your car. It is our most advanced and best looking head unit yet!

Using the same high power mini DB amplification as the other members of the Bass Face 
head unit family. It provides a good level of power suitable for both OEM and after market 
speakers.

Bluetooth connectivity enables you to play music wirelessly from any Bluetooth enabled 
audio device! Bluetooth pairing is fast and simple and once your phone is connected, you 
can skip track, answer calls and with the built in Microphone you can use the BT200.1 as 
a hands free kit for your phone.

Visually, the simple, elegant design eliminates confusing and unnecessary cluttering of 
control buttons. Changing track, skipping folder, changing the colour of the lights are all 
easy to access one button controls.

The unit features a front USB port, supporting up to 32GB flash memory sticks. The 
microSD port also supporting up to 32gb means you can pop your entire music library 
into the head unit! With our new folder skip buttons, you can easily navigate your music 
by folder and ID3 tag will display the song title details.

Auxiliary audio input via 3.5mm Jack (Headphone) is also on the front of the unit for ease 
of connectivity, for iPods and other devices without Bluetooth connectivity.4 channel 2v 
RCA output on the rear makes connecting multiple amps a doddle and the  slim form 
factor, due to having no CD drive makes these easier to fit into pretty much any vehicle 
with a single DIN stereo.



The BT200.1 is a multimedia head unit with an excellent feature set, with RCA outputs for 
system building and AUX front input for iPod and MP3 players. By following these guidelines 
we hope that you get the most from your unit.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL THAT YOU TEST THE VEHICLE ISO PLUG BEFORE YOU 
COMMIT TO PLUGGING IN YOUR NEW BASS FACE UNIT. MANY VEHICLES HAVE 
STRANGE AERIAL OR IGNITION SET UP’S WHICH CAN DAMAGE THE NEW RADIO OR 
THE CAR IF THE CONFIGURATION IS NOT ALTERED BEFORE THE UNIT IS POWERED 
UP! 

The Orange wire in the ISO is the the “remote” wire for electrically controlled aerials and 
switching amps on and off. In the case you have an electric aerial, you are going to need 
to splice the wire for connecting amps. If not then just cut the wire and connect is using a 
ratchet crimp or screw terminal. 

The wiring harness comes in the most common configuration The unit is pre fitted with a 
proper wiring harness and ISO female which can be plugged into many ISO compatible 
cars without further work.

Because there is a proper wiring harness, it is easy to cut the cables between the radio and 
the ISO plug and make changes without modifying the vehicle. A more sophisticated way of 
doing this is to pull out the connector from the ISO block (should come out easily) and swap 
them over. If all that is needed is the constant live and the ignition feed swapping positions, 
then you can simply unscrew the fuse holders and swap the lines over that way. 

Most importantly, check and double check before you install the unit! 

Please refer to the wiring diagram on the top of the radio for detailed colour instructions for 
the wires. If at all unsure consult a professional fitter or email for support. Do not attempt to 
wire the unit with the ignition switch turned on, the ignition should be live only to test the 12v 
ignition and  remote wires and then turned off before connections are made. 

If you have to remove the ISO plug because you are installing the unit into a caravan or 
other vehicle that requires a bare ended cable setup then please pay extreme attention to 
the wiring. Use proper soldered or ratchet crimped connections and ensure that insulation 
is made in a correct and professional way. Note that the earth needs to be made really well 
to get the most out of the integrated amplifier. Note also that the unit needs to see power 
on the memory wire (yellow) AND power on the ignition switch wire (red) for it to power up. 
You can run up to 4 speakers at 4 ohms each off this unit. DO NOT attempt to run the unit 
with a nominal impedance of less than this value, otherwise non-warrantable damage can 
result. (i.e. leaving existing rear speakers connected when you add additional speakers in 
a parcel shelf etc)

Once the unit is installed and working, you can refer to the following guide lines:

To avoid fire or electric shock, do not use the unit in the rain or in excessively humid areas. 

Never configure the unit while operating the vehicle. This will cause distraction and could 
result in an accident! 



Clock setting: 

1. Press CLOCK or 2 seconds to adjust the clock, the time should begin flashing.
2. Adjust the volume up/down to set the hour/minute as appropriate 
3. Press CLOCK again to set time. 

Clock display on/off 

Pressing the CLOCK button once will turn the clock display on/off 

Illumination Colour Select:

When first installed, the unit will flash between all colours. Press the “C” button on the top 
right to cycle between the colours. Hold down this button to turn illumination on or off. 

BT Mode:

1. Bluetooth connection - press MOD to get to BT MODE then select CART-BT on Bluetooth 
device list.
2. Track next and previous to change song. 
4. Button “1” is play pause.
5. To accept incoming call press MOD button. 

USB Mode:

Bottom buttons:

1. Play Pause 
2. INT - Intro (play first 10 seconds) 
3. RPT - Repeat. Press once for repeat track, twice for repeat directory (folder) and three 
times to repeat all (repeat off) 
4. RDM - Random. Press once for random, again to switch off 
5. -10 - Press to go back 10 tracks 
6. +10 - Press once to go forward 10 tracks 
7. Folder +  Go up 1 folder (Directory) 
8. Folder - Go down 1 folder (Directory)

AUX Mode:

Plug 3.5mm Jack cable from head unit to audio device (iPod, iPhone, Mp3 player) and the 
head unit will work as an amplifier only. 

Tuner Mode:

BND/AMS - Press once to access tuner mode. Hold down for 3 seconds to scan through 
airwaves and automatically assign each station to numbers 1-6. 

If you want to assign a specific frequency to a preset number 1-6 then when you are on that 
station, hold down number 1-6 and it will store to that number. 



Control Knob / Volume Knob:

Press the volume / multi control knob to cycle through the settings and turn it to make 
adjustments. 

Controls available: 

BASS - Bass up and down 
TRE - Treble up and down 
FAD - Fader Front to Rear 
BAL - Balance Left to Right 
LOUD - Loud on and off 
EQ - Select from EQ from - ROCK, POP, JAZZ, CLASSICAL 
BT CON - Bluetooth connect on and off 
ID3 - Turn ID3 on and off 

LOUD button - This will turn the loudness effect on and off. 

MUTE - Press this button for Mute on and off.


